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Abstract Microservice-based architectures are gain-
ing popularity for their benefits in software develop-
ment. Distributed tracing can be used to help operators
maintain observability in this highly distributed con-
text, and find problems such as latency, and analyse
their context and root cause. However, exploring and
working with distributed tracing data is sometimes dif-
ficult due to its complexity and application specificity,
volume of information and lack of tools. The most
common and general tools available for this kind of
data, focus on trace-level human-readable data visu-
alisation. Unfortunately, these tools do not provide
good ways to abstract, navigate, filter and analyse trac-
ing data. Additionally, they do not automate or aid
with trace analysis, relying on administrators to do
it themselves. In this paper we propose using trac-
ing data to extract service metrics, dependency graphs
and work-flows with the objective of detecting anoma-
lous services and operation patterns. We implemented
and published open source prototype tools to process
tracing data, conforming to the OpenTracing standard,
and developed anomaly detection methods. We vali-
dated our tools and methods against real data provided
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by a major cloud provider. Results show that there
is an underused wealth of actionable information that
can be extracted from both metric and morphological
aspects derived from tracing. In particular, our tools
were able to detect anomalous behaviour and situ-
ate it both in terms of involved services, work-flows
and time-frame. Furthermore, we identified some lim-
itations of the OpenTracing format—as well as the
industry accepted tracing abstractions—, and provide
suggestions to test trace quality and enhance the stan-
dard.
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1 Introduction

Following modern Software Engineering trends, sys-
tems are becoming larger and more distributed, requir-
ing new solutions and new development patterns. One
approach that emerged in recent years is to decou-
ple large monolithic components into interconnected,
functionally small, components that encapsulate and
provide specific logic. These components are known
as microservices and have become mainstream in the
enterprise software development industry [13]. Despite
their organizational and technical advantages [9, 39],
Fine-Grained Distributed Systems (FGDS), specifi-
cally microservices increase system complexity, thus
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turning anomaly detection into a more challenging
task [14].

To tackle this problem, operators resort to state
observation techniques like monitoring [11], log-
ging [19], and end-to-end tracing [41]. Monitoring
consists in measuring aspects like Central Process-
ing Unit (CPU) and hard drive usage, network latency
and other infrastructure metrics around the system
and components. Logging provides an overview to
a discrete, event-triggered log. Tracing is similar to
logging, but focuses on registering the flow of execu-
tion of the program, as requests travel through several
system modules and boundaries. Distributed tracing
preserves causality relationships when state is parti-
tioned over multiple threads, processes, machines and
even geographical locations. In particular for anomaly
detection in FGDS, distributed tracing tools—like
Jaeger [44] or Zipkin [3]—, are currently the state
of the art. They are used to looking for traces that
take too long to execute or exhibit other unexpected
behaviours; However, due to the volume of data, this
task is hard and tedious to perform, and tools fail to
direct the attention of operators to notice the inter-
esting time-frames or traces. For example, to find
traces involved in an anomalous region of operation,
one must manually query the distributed tracing tool
based on time and annotations (developer defined
properties).

To improve the state of the art, and make systems
more autonomic, tracing analysis needs to be auto-
mated to produce higher order constructs that provide
insights for operators. The objective is to automati-
cally find anomalies from traces.

We developed a number of tools to process traces
and used machine learning algorithms to look for
anomalies. The resulting data drives operators towards
anomalous locations, in the temporal and service
dimensions (i.e., time-stamp and service or a partic-
ular trace), reducing the search space. In particular,
we created an OpenTracing Processor (OTP) to extract
metrics from traces and fed them to our Data Anal-
yser, which identifies anomalies in time-series of
number of in-calls, out-calls and response times. To
validate our approach and tools, we used production
tracing data provided by Huawei Germany, from their
Cloud Platform.

Results show that our approach can identify anoma-
lies in FGDS by time-frame and services; However,
one of the most interesting results of our analysis was

to realize that the OpenTracing standard was in itself
a limiting factor. To start, OpenTracing lacks support
tools to create and analyse dependency graphs and
span trees. While Zipkin manages the latter, it does
not export such data in a structured form. Extract-
ing knowledge from this unprocessed data will require
manpower proportional to its volume—to the point
of being untreatable in web-scale systems. The time-
stamp fields, indicating when spans start and end, are
not labelled with units, leading to mistakes such as
spans in a dataset, showing up in various units. In
particular, in our data, we found both milliseconds
and microseconds. Other parts of the specification are
also too ambiguous, as they allow arbitrary key-value
pairs in annotations that explode the possible ways
of expressing the same measurement. This is the case
of error codes, function returns, Uniform Resource
Locators (URLs) and other fields that vary between
spans. As a result, the trace data is not given to com-
putational processing, requiring a data cleaning step
and most of the time statistical or machine learning
approaches to work around ambiguity. Finally, we also
observed that trace quality varies widely. This sug-
gests that tracing frameworks, like OpenTelemetry [6],
which is currently under development, should support
testability, by providing developers with concrete met-
rics of quality, capable of improving instrumentation
and, therefore, the resulting traces.

To summarize, we make two contributions in this
paper: i) we developed processing and analysis tools
for OpenTracing data; and ii) we identified important
limitations of OpenTracing, which might help other
researchers, namely those building distributed tracing
tools and standards.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the state of the art for this research.
Section 3 describes the proposed solution. Section 4
we show and evaluate the results and the strengths of
this approach. Section 5 we discuss a set of limitations
we found concerning both methods and standards.
Section 6 concludes the paper and describes future
directions.

2 State of the Art

In this section we provide some background notions,
as well as an overview of similar approaches. Having
only been adopted recently by the industry, the number
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of anomaly detection approaches using tracing is rela-
tively small.

2.1 Core Concepts

Distributed tracing [41] is a method that comes from
traditional tracing, but applied to a distributed system
at the work-flow level. Unlike simple logging, trac-
ing must relate information from different parts of the
system, to order events according to some order, like
Lamport’s happens-before relation [23], serving mul-
tiple purposes, such as identifying the root-cause of
anomalies or perform distributed profiling, and moni-
tor applications, especially those built using microser-
vice architectures and, in the end, it can be used to
pinpoint failures and reason about their root cause.

A number of tools and standards emerged from this
concept. For example, the OpenTracing standard [33]
uses baggage passing mechanisms (e.g. see [12]), to
connect together a tree of scoped units of work, like
threads, functions, and services. For generality, Open-
Tracing extended their model to support full directed
acyclic graphs instead of just trees. These traces reveal
the causal connections between such units of work
throughout the system.

OpenTracing uses dynamic, fixed-width meta-data
to propagate causality between spans, meaning that
each span has a trace identifier common to all spans of
the same trace, as well as a span identifier and parent
span identifier representing parent/child relationships
between spans [40]. The standard defines the format
for spans and the semantic [34, 35] conventions for
their content/annotations.

Usually, the span has an operation name, start time-
stamp, duration and some annotations regarding the
operation itself. An example of a span can be a Remote
Procedure Call (RPC) or Hypertext Transfer Protocol
(HTTP) call annotated with source, destination and
possibly user defined logs/data. We provide insight of
how spans are related to each other and with time in
Fig. 1. As we can see, spans spread over time, overlap-
ping each other since nothing prevents the occurrence
of multiple calls in a short period or simultaneously.
From a trace like this, one may extract a span tree, as
the one we show in Fig. 2.

However, this specification may not be sufficient—
namely, it is not strict enough to be quantitatively
tested. Furthermore, the semantic conventions are very

Span A

Time

Span B

Span C

Span D

Span E

Fig. 1 Sample trace over time

generic and leave most decisions to the practitioner.
This lead to incoherence in traces, even inside the
same organization, and undermines the creation of
tools to automate their analysis.

From a representative set of traces and their respec-
tive span trees, we are able to extract the service
dependency graph. Figure 3 shows a possible depen-
dency graph generated from the span tree in Fig. 2.
Service A, the root, directly uses services B and E,
which on turn use C, D, and F; F uses G. We used
dashed arrows after service E, because these depen-
dencies do not come from the trace of Fig. 1, but
from the traces of other invocations involving E. From
these invocations, we can produce request work-flows.
Request work-flows represent the path carried out by
one request throughout services in the system. For
example, from the dependency graph presented in
Fig. 3, a clear work-flow is: Service A → Service
E → Service F → Service G. This request work-flows
can be used to trace and study service and business
process interactions.

Span A

Span B

Span C Span D

Span E

Fig. 2 Span tree example
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Fig. 3 Dependency graph example

2.2 Distributed Tracing Tools

Distributed tracing tools fetch or receive trace data from
complex distributed systems—such as microservice-
based ones—and process this data, before presenting
it to the user using more readable charts and diagrams.
Among other things, these tools provide the possibil-
ity to perform queries on the tracing data, e.g., by
trace identifier and by time-frame. Table 1 presents a
comparison of open source tracing tools.

The two tools we compare, Jaeger [44] and Zip-
kin [3], are very similar. Their advantages include the
availability of source code, containerization, support
for well known span transport technologies, and span
aggregation for representation in a browser; However,

they are focused on span and trace lookup, and pre-
sentation, not doing any type of automated analysis or
processing. For example, they lack mechanisms capa-
ble of pinpointing anomalies in specific microservices
or work-flows / requests, leaving this kind of work to
operators, whom must perform manual trace and span
inspection.

In summary, while generating, persisting, sorting
and representing tracing data is certainly a good start-
ing point for these tools, they still lack more advanced
features for autonomic system analysis. Application
Performance Monitoring Tools usually sport some
analysis capability, but they are typically expensive
full-stack observability suites [32].

2.3 Related Work

To contextualize our contributions, this sub-section
summarizes the related work found in the literature.
Automating tracing analysis has been attempted for
classic tracing, where the data is usually from a sin-
gle process or machine, and focuses on lower level
calls, such as functions and kernel calls. In this vein,
[22] present a method to detect anomalies in fea-
tures extracted from Linux kernel traces. While the
subject of anomaly detection from tracing features
is a shared concern, our approach focuses on the
distributed nature of FGDS—on its unique aspects,

Table 1 Distributed tracing tools comparison

Jaeger [44] Zipkin [3]

Brief description Released as open-source by Uber Technolo-
gies. Used for monitoring and troubleshooting
microservice-based distributed systems.

Helps gathering timing data needed to troubleshoot
latency problems in microservice applications. It
manages both the collection and lookup of data.
Zipkin’s design is based on the Google Dapper
paper [42].

Pros Open-source; Open-source;

Docker-ready; Docker-ready;

Collector interface is compatible with Zipkin Allows multiple span transport technologies

protocol; (HTTP, Kafka, Scribe, AMQP);

Dynamic sampling rate; Browser User Interface.

Browser User Interface.

Cons Only supports two span transport technologies Fixed sampling rate.

(Thrift and HTTP).

Analysis Dependency graph view; Dependency graph view.

Trace comparison.
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such as morphological analysis—and the existing dis-
tributed tracing standards.

As instrumentation cost is relevant for the applica-
tion of distributed tracing, there is significant research
in attempting to automate or circumvent instrumenta-
tion. There are tools that attempt to automate instru-
mentation, either at code runtime or middle-ware levels
[4, 10, 28]. Others attempt an inference-based tracing
approach, statistically extracting causal order, making
it transparent to the services themselves and treating
them as black boxes [2]. [5, 37] do the same, with focus
on systems of microservices and exploiting the obser-
vation features of the underlying platforms, such as
service meshes and cluster managers. In contrast, we
assume that the instrumentation effort has already been
carried out, as it is gaining popularity in the industry
to solve FGDS observability issues. Furthermore, this
affords higher confidence in the results, especially for
statistically rare work-flows or occurrences.

On the subject of tracing collection—which we
approach in our suggestions to improve the useful-
ness of tracing for automated analysis—[25] propose
Sifter, a trace sampler built to bias the sampling deci-
sion towards edge cases and rare work-flows. [21] pro-
pose Canopy, a comprehensive instrumentation, col-
lection and analysis framework, that decouples those
steps and allows dynamic feature extraction using a
Domain-Specific Language (DSL).

Artificial Intelligence for Information Technology
(IT) Operations (AIOps), the application of artifi-
cial intelligence to operations [18] was introduced in
2016 [26] to develop new methods to automate and
enhance IT operations. Firstly, it recognizes the diffi-
culty of manually managing distributed infrastructures
and system state; secondly, the amount of data that has
to be retained keeps growing, creating a plethora of
problems to operators; thirdly, the infrastructure itself
is becoming more distributed across geography and
organizations, as evidenced by trends, like cloud-first
development and fog computing. In this new field,
there are a few interesting applications to tracing anal-
ysis. [30] use deep learning, trained on encoded traces,
to detect anomalies with recourse to distributed trac-
ing, in particular of cloud systems (OpenStack). This
approach attempts to uncover features automatically
and determine anomalous operation and traces. The
amount of data needed to train these models is consid-
erable, and is limited to classifying a trace as normal
or abnormal, losing detail and interpretability, i.e., no

justification for the classification. By comparison, our
approach focuses on a fixed set of features, related
to operation metrics, and morphology, such as con-
nectivity degree and work-flow, and uses interpretable
machine learning methods.

Looking at practical applications of tracing anal-
ysis, at IBM, [27] have achieved good results with
AIOps for trace and other observability data analy-
sis; they present a complete data processing pipeline,
from ingestion to actionable insight, as well a suc-
cessful evaluation on a production cloud. [7] use trace
analysis together with fault injection to improve fail-
ure propagation analysis in cloud systems. Similarly,
[46] developed a model to predict latent errors and
localize them by learning from distributed tracing. The
model was trained using data generated under a fault
injection load.

3 Problem Statement and Proposed Solution

Improving observability in a large-scale distributed
system serves the main purpose of driving the system
towards responsiveness [20], which implies resilience
[24] and elasticity [17]. Elasticity depends on the abil-
ity of the system to scale horizontally with load and
on the availability of the provider to support such
scaling with more (or less) resources. According to
Laprie [24], resilience is:

“The persistence of service delivery that can justi-
fiably be trusted, when facing changes”.

Since, in most implementations, elasticity relies
on simple direct metrics, like CPU occupation or
response latencies, observing a system mostly serves
to ensure resilience. In our particular case, our system
was an OpenStack cluster that Huawei Research uses
for testing purposes, of which we had an anonymised
OpenTracing data set, limiting us to use our method in
an off-line post mortem analysis of the cluster. Hence,
based on the existing traces, and the metrics derived
from them, like the number of incoming and outgoing
requests, response times or service error codes, to look
for threats to resilience. To achieve this goal, we asked
two research questions:

1. Is there any anomalous behaviour in the system?
2. If yes, where?

One can easily see that a timely answer to these
questions is very helpful for resiliency during system
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operation. However, the sheer number of components
and metrics, like the number of incoming and outgo-
ing requests, response times, downtimes, error codes,
and so on, requires a significant capacity to collect and
process data, but above all the need to know where and
what to look for. By doing the post mortem analysis on
the tracing data, we aim to find appropriate methods
to answer these questions.

The data from Huawei Research consisted of two
JSON Lines (JSONL) files, one file per day of oper-
ation. Table 2 provides additional details on the data.
Each file has around 200,000 Spans, composing about
70,000 Traces. This file format is an extension of
the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) file type. In
JSONL, multiple JSON objects, each encoding a span,
are separated by a new line character.

3.1 Solution

Before we could run the data analysis tool, we had
to extract metrics from tracing data and write them
into a time-series database. For this operation, we used

Table 2 Data set provided for this research

File date June 28th June 29th

Spans count 190 202 239 693

Traces count 64 394 74 331

Algorithm 1 which retrieves tracing data from Zipkin,
links spans to rebuild Traces and Service Dependency
Graphs in memory, and finally, extracts pre-defined
metrics from these structures, to store them in the
time-series database for visualization and analysis.
Currently, OTP is extracting and analysing the follow-
ing data from tracing, for a given time interval:

– Number of incoming/outgoing calls per service.
– Average response time per service.
– Changes to service neighbourhood (both for

incoming and outgoing calls).

If necessary, for the sake of analysing the system,
one could extract other metrics, like service connec-
tion degrees, number of services traced over time, or
number of entering and departing services over time.
We did not use these additional metrics in this paper,
because we did not find them useful for the particular
traces under analysis.

3.2 Implementation

We followed the two-step high-level approach of
Fig. 4. The tracing data feeds OTP, which derives
higher order metrics from tracing data, before storing
them in a time-series database. The existing tracing
back-ends, can only export spans, leaving the recon-
struction of traces (connecting the spans as a tree) to
the user. OTP does this using Java Streaming Appli-
cation Program- ming Interface (API) [36], lever-
aging its parallelization capabilities. Service depen-
dency graphs, were extracted and processed using
NetworkX [31], a Python-based framework for graph
processing, containing a large set of graph algorithms.
OpenTSB [43] was used to store the derived metrics
that follow. To visualize the extracted metrics, we used
Grafana [16].

The other tool aims to perform metric analysis from
the time-series database. Since our data is unlabelled,
i.e., it has no classification; therefore, our analysis uses
unsupervised learning algorithms. We chose Isolation
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Proposed approach

aaa
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Metrics gathering from
tracing data.Traces Processed

data

Data Analyser

Performs the analysis of the
stored metrics and points
out service problems.

Fig. 4 Proposed solution

Forests [29], as the starting point, as it allows outlier
detection in a multidimensional space. We developed
this component as a collection of Python scripts in
Jupyter Notebooks [38]. We used Pandas [45], to pro-
cess time-series data, and Scikit-learn [8], to provide
an implementation of Isolation Forests.

The main goals of this pair of components was to
find the set of interesting time-frames in a large set of
traces, thus relieving operators from the need to con-
duct unguided, sometimes exhaustive, search using
Zipkin that are mostly limited to tracing visualisation
features. The code and documentation of our work are
available in GitHub.1

4 Results and Analysis

In this section we present the results gathered from
the Data Analysis component presented in Section 3,
to identify and locate anomalous behaviour in the sys-
tem. As we worked towards this goal, the quality of
the tracing data became a problem, leading us to for-
mulate an additional research question. Furthermore,
even though we had traces and were able to iden-
tify anomalous regions, we did not have access to
issue reports and were unable to validate accuracy and
precision.

4.1 Anomaly Detection

Figure 5 provides a representation of two time-frame
samples of the same service, one for an anomalous
region, and another for a non-anomalous region as
tagged by our Data Analyser component. We set
the time-series resolution to 10 minutes—to avoid

1OpenTracing Processor (OTP), https://github.com/andrepbento/
OpenTracingProcessor

intervals with too few traces—, and considered the
number of incoming and outgoing requests, in con-
junction with the average response time.

Figure 6 presents the comparison between detected
Anomalous and Non-Anomalous time-frames in unix
time stamp for a given service. This information, rep-
resented in Fig. 6, was the result of outlier detection,
considering three service metrics: number of incom-
ing requests, number of outgoing requests and average
response time. Anomalies identified by the algorithm,
are indicated by vertical red lines. In addition to the
metrics used for anomaly detection, we include an
additional time-series, which denotes the morphologi-
cal changes to the service dependency graph.

Aswe can see in Fig. 5, the difference between anoma-
lous and non-anomalous operation is made clear by the
presence of outliers. In the anomalous samples, points
form a cluster near the chart origin, with some outliers
on the upper-left and down-right regions of the chart.
Meanwhile, in the non-anomalous samples, there is
only a clustering of points near the chart origin.

The next step of our analysis is to determine the
cause for the outliers in the anomalous samples, i.e.,
what exactly is causing this unexpected increment
in the number of incoming/outgoing requests—which
accounts for load variation—and average response
times, more precisely:

– Some services take longer to respond even when
the system is lightly loaded, with few incom-
ing/outgoing requests.

– Some services are receiving more incoming/outgo-
ing requests, but still responding fast.

An elastic system should be capable of handling
more requests and still reply in an expected amount
of time. However, if the service quality degradation in
response to increased load is to steep, this represent
some error condition that we must rule out.
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Subsequently, we analysed the work-flow types.
A work-flow is a class of requests, or traces, that
share the same service invocation graph. Usually they
represent a type of request or business process. The
objective of this analysis is to understand if there is
something wrong with the request work-flow paths,
such as degenerate paths resulting from missing ser-
vices. Algorithm 2 illustrates our approach to collect
all work-flows present in the tracing data. The process
to collect work-flows involves pinpointing requests
between services present in the span meta-data and
then storing a list of all unique graphs.

In Fig. 7 we show the most common work-
flows from the Anomalous and Non-Anomalous time-
frames. Given the large number of work-flows that
exist in the system, we encoded them numerically.

One interesting fact to notice is that, in the anoma-
lous regions, there are more request work-flows types.
The next step would be to check what was causing this
increase, by retrieving the most invoked work-flow.
Unfortunately, we were unable to continue down this
path, because tracing data was incomplete. The flows
were not relevant for a further analysis because they
were just calls between a gateway and a service. More-
over, the gateway instrumentation was incomplete;
logging the type of request and service name but not
the endpoint. At this point, and for this question, it is
possible to say that this data set was exhaustively anal-
ysed, and an improvement of the tracing data should
be the path to take.

4.2 Trace Quality Analysis

Once we concluded the impossibility of going deeper
in the analysis of the tracing data, we questioned
how we could measure the quality of tracing. Our
approach to this question was to process the tracing
data and feed it to the Data Analysis component, this
time without using a time-series database in-between.
We divided this analysis into two procedures. The
first procedure checks if the spans complies with the
OpenTracing specification. According to the algo-
rithm, every span structure complies with the spec-
ification. The problem here is that the OpenTracing
specification is not very strict and therefore, this test-
ing algorithm cannot provide very accurate results.
For example, the units for time-stamps are not uni-
form, one can use milliseconds in one field and then,
in another field of a span, in the same trace, time
might be in microseconds. This leads to problems in
time measurements, but the specification, and the very
design of the standard, make it difficult to detect com-
putationally in a deterministic manner. We discuss a
possible redefinition of the OpenTracing specification
in Section 5.

The second procedure checks if tracing covers the
entire time of the root spans. For a simple example,
if we have a trace with a root span of 100 ms, and
this root span has two children spans, one with 50
ms, the other one with 40 ms, the entire trace has
a temporal coverage of (50 + 40)/100 = 90%. We
apply this method to every trace, and plot the results;
furthermore, we split them by service, with the objec-
tive of determining the time coverage of tracing by
service.
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Fig. 5 Comparison between Anomalous and Non-Anomalous service time-frame regions

The results, regarding two different services are
displayed in Fig. 8, depicting the coverage histograms
for two different services. Each time the service shows
up in a trace, we calculate the percentage of time cov-
ered, to produce the histogram. It is important to notice
the good coverage level—in the 60% − 100% range.
This means that coverage for this tracing could be bet-
ter, but it is nonetheless good. This points to the fact
that even a relatively high temporal coverage is not
a sufficient quality indicator for automated anomaly
detection.

5 Tracing Standard Limitations and Mitigations

The quality of our anomaly detectionmethodwas bounded
by the quality of the data. Specifically, the tracing dataset
presented problems in completeness and homogene-
ity, which we reason is a consequence of ambiguity in
the tracing format specification standard. Limitations

in the tooling exacerbate the aforementioned issue—
there is no tool to perform tracing quality evaluation—,
and made it necessary to develop tools to treat and
analyse data. Furthermore, exploratory analysis of
tracing data is difficult as there are no tools available
for this purpose. We categorised and sub-divided this
issues in Fig. 9. They can be roughly divided in three
groups, data sufficiency, ontological, and tools.

Data available in the tracing dataset must be suffi-
cient for the analysis. This means that the instrumenta-
tion needs to cover the code-base, like unit tests would
have to, as well as time. As described in Section 4.2, a
span should have its children spans cover as much as
its time-frame as possible, limited by code granular-
ity. Even though trace sampling becomes a necessity
at scale, to avoid unacceptable overhead, it needs to
be balanced against representativeness of the data and,
in turn, of the intelligence extracted from it. In order
to be able to capture rare events as well as enough
volume in a low throughput system, sampling-rate
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Fig. 7 Comparison between Anomalous and Non-Anomalous service work-flow types
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Fig. 8 Services coverage analysis

Fig. 9 Categorization of Tracing Limitations
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must be adaptive, preferably staying at 100% until the
overhead becomes a problem.

In addition to the previous considerations, which
focused on the data set level (set of traces), it is also
important to pay attention to individual traces, in other
words, “internal trace quality”. Traces should have
enough information to clearly and uniquely identify
all the components in the system, their invocation /
causality relationships, as well as their context (e.g.,
physical computer, run-time, real time clock). Note
that component, might refer to a executable artefact,
run-time, service or be as granular as classes and
functions.

Spans should follow an ontology that enforces a
strict tracing schema upon traces, implying archetypes
for format and naming, as well as validation features.
With respect to format, spans parameters should fol-
low specific descriptions, lowering the difficulty of
employing statistical analysis and machine learning
methods. As an example, the definition of span start
and end time-stamps should be a compound type, con-
taining a 64 bit integer numeric value and a time
unit (e.g., milliseconds (ms), microseconds (μs)); in
terms of validation, there should be bounds of what is
an acceptable, relatively current time-stamp (e.g., ±1
month), and an assertion that the end time-stamp is
greater than the starting one.

In line with the current practices of Continuous
Development (CD) / Continuous Integration (CI),
there is the need to fully automate the suggested
practices. To begin, to make sure that the code-base
is sufficiently covered by the tracing instrumenta-
tion, developers need a tool that can be integrated in
their development and quality assurance pipelines as
means of enforcement. From the testing perspective,
and looking at the resulting traces themselves, there
should be tools capable of testing compliance with the
ontology / specification and clearly output errors and
warnings about any inconsistencies. To ensure that this
is noted by the developers, the tracing back-end tools
should, for example, refuse to ingest incongruent data.
Note that this is only possible if the tracing format is
sufficiently strict and well defined, leading back to the
need for an ontology.

Concerning visualization, traces are not easy to
present as a result of being tree structures represent-
ing a path on the dependency / architectural graph;
additionally, there are no tools to filter and project
results according to multiple dimensions that might be

of interest (e.g., time, work-flow, dependency graph
/ architecture, physical infrastructure, run-time, and
others).

Data exploration is another use case that would
benefit from better tooling. When debugging a system
or attempting to reason about its behaviour, it is useful
to be able to view data in context and follow connec-
tions across different dimensions, for example, find
logs or infrastructure metrics related to a particular
trace, or traces from a specific work-flow. This could
be implemented in a number of ways, as an example,
relate logs to spans by adding span identifiers to logs,
and relate infrastructure metrics by time-stamp and
physical machine; alternatively, this could be achieved
by creating a unified observation standard that col-
lects all observability data, therefore having enough
information to preserve their relation.

We believe that the industry is experiencing the
same limitations, regarding tools and standards, as we
did in this work, as evidenced by an ongoing open
source initiative entitled OpenTelemetry [6]. Sup-
ported by big companies, such as Google, Lightstep
and Uber, this project aims at creating a more com-
prehensive standard, merging OpenCensus [15] and
OpenTracing [1], to enable the creation of reusable
tools. Furthermore, so far, they have not satisfied all
the requirements we uncovered, having mostly car-
ried a merging effort between technologies, instead
of redesigning them. For example, the consortium
should consider trace testability as a driver for the
design, laying the foundation to create a quantitative
metric for trace evaluation, as well as the respective
tools. Developers need a tool capable of determining
if the analysis failed as a consequence of trace quality
issues. The lack of automatic analysis leads to usabil-
ity issues and code quality problems; instrumentation
libraries do not guide programmers towards the cor-
rect way of using them (e.g., requiring explicit units
for time-stamps).

6 Conclusion

Our results, and industry tendencies, reveal that trac-
ing data is useful and required to find anomalies in
large-scale distributed systems, where human cogni-
tion starts to fail; However, tracing data is hard to
handle due to application specificity, complexity and
sheer volume. We have used this information to detect
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anomalous behaviours and locate them in services
and time. We extracted metrics, from tracing data, as
time-series, and then performed outlier detection anal-
ysis over a composite multi-dimensional time-series.
Despite the elevated cost of analysing traces manually,
issues addressed in this paper can only be identified
using tracing data.

In the end, our analysis of the tracing data from
the Huawei Cloud Platform, lead us to the following
conclusions:

1. OpenTracing suffers from a lack of tools for data
processing and visualisation.

2. The OpenTracing specification is not strict
enough for automated analysis.

3. The lack of tools to control instrumentation qual-
ity jeopardizes the tracing effort.

These conclusions are valid for the newer Open-
Telemetry standard, as it is partially derived from
OpenTracing and OpenCensus [15].

Finally, the analysis we did on tracing quality lead
us to another result. While we can use more or less
complex tools and data analysis algorithms, the poor
quality of traces compromises what can be achieved.
Even when traces are appropriately organized and pro-
vide reasonable temporal coverage, the lack of a strict
specification, together with the lack of code coverage
considerably reduces the usefulness of tracing data.

As future work, we intend to generate a labelled
dataset using fault and or failure injection to enable
the use of supervised learning methods. Additionally,
the industry definition of tracing in a distributed con-
text is lacking compared to the classic tracing concept.
One interesting path to follow is to extend tracing to
include other aspects of system state and meta-data,
such as monitoring and logging.
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